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Dispersion relations of acoustic phonons in pyrope garnet: Relationship between
vibrational properties and elastic constants
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ABSTRACT

Coherent inelastic neutron scattering measurements have been performed on a natural
garnet pyrope from the Dora Maira Massif, Italian Western Alps, [(M&.92Feo.osCao.o3)3Al2Si3012,
space group Ia'Jd, Z = 8, a = 11.459 A] to determine the acoustic phonon-dispersion
relations at room temperature. Phonon measurements have not previously been made on
natural garnets, although the dispersion curves form a basis for developing and testing
physically correct interatomic potentials for use in lattice dynamical models. Acoustic
phononspropagatingin the high-symmetry[100] and [110] directions were observed using
the PRISMA spectrometer installed at the ISIS Neutron Spallation Source, U.K. The
inelastic scans were performed around the (660), (080), (860), (10,6,0), and (0,10,0) Bragg
points: Two transverse acoustic and one longitudinal acoustic phonon branches were mea-
sured. The observed acoustic phonon frequencies are in good agreement with those cal-
culated on the basis of a semiempirical interatomic potential model. As a check, the elastic
constants obtained from the slopes of the acoustic phonon branches are comparable with
previous measurements obtained by Brillouin spectroscopy, although their large estimated
errors reflect the complexity of the experimental measurements of phonon-dispersion curves
on pyrope garnets.

INTRODUCTION

The vibrational properties of many minerals of great
geophysical interest have been widely studied by optical
spectroscopy (IR and Raman) techniques, therefore lim-
iting the analyses to modes that are active only at the
Brillouin zone center. Neutron inelastic scattering data,
which provide information throughout the Brillouin zone,
are remarkably scarce even for the basic rock-forming
silicates. Data have been published only for quartz (El-
combe 1967; Boysen 1980; Strauch and Domer 1993),
forsterite (Ghose et al. 1987; Rao et al. 1988), fayalite
(Ghose et al. 1991; Price et al. 1991), calcite (Cowley and
Pant 1973; Dove et al. 1992; Hagen et al. 1992), sapphire
(Bialas and Stolz 1975; Schober et al. 1993), enstatite
(Boysen et al. 1991), muscovite (Collins et al. 1993), an-
dalusite (Winkler and Buehrer 1990), leucite (Boysen
1990), and analcime (Line et al. 1994). By measuring
frequencies throughout the Brillouin zone a greater un-
derstanding oftheir physical properties becomes possible.

The lattice vibrations within the frequency region ac-
cessed by coherent inelastic neutron scattering constitute
a vital link, through lattice dynamics and statistical me-
chanics, between interactions at the atomic level and
macroscopic thermodynamic quantities (Salje and Wer-
neke 1982; Parker and Price 1988; Ghose et al. 1992;
Pavese et al. 1992; Catti et al. 1993). Such data are im-
portant for the refinement of reliable interatomic poten-
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tials, which are increasingly utilized in the investigation
of mineral properties and in the understanding of mineral
behavior. They allow investigations at temperature and
pressure conditions that are not experimentally accessi-
ble, following thermo-baric equilibration through struc-
tural relaxation (Wall et al. 1993; Catti et al. 1993; Pavese
et al. in preparation), as well as detailed lattice dynamical
studies of minerals (Winkler et al. 1991; Pilati et al. 1993a,
1993b).

Measurements of the phonon frequencies away from
the Brillouin zone center are important because they
complement the data obtained at the zone center by op-
tical spectroscopy. Inelastic neutron scattering allows ob-
servation of modes that are not IR and Raman active.
Although garnet is a major rock-forming mineral of im-
portance for crustal and upper-mantle geophysical and
petrological processes, no data, except for those for the
zone center, are available in the literature. Indeed, taking
into account that there are 3N active modes (where N is
the number of atoms in the primitive unit cell), and that
no selection rules exist for inelastic neutron spectroscopy,
the measurement of phonon-dispersion curves on garnet
is a demanding task because garnet (X3Y2Si3012, Z = 8,
space group Ia'Jd) has 80 atoms in the primitive cell, and
therefore 240 active modes must be resolved for each
reciprocal space point.

We selected the end-member garnet pyrope (a = 11.459
A at 293 K) for the present study because (1) it is avail-
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able in large, natural single crystals (Chopin 1984; Schertl
et al. 1991), (2) it has recently been studied by X-ray and
neutron diffraction over an extended temperature range
for the accurate evaluation of the atomic displacement
parameters (Armbruster et al. 1992; Pavese et al. 1995),
and (3) it has been the subject of structure modeling by
lattice dynamical calculations (Winkler et al. 1991; Gra-
maccioli et al. personal communication).

In the present work we report the results of coherent
inelastic neutron scattering measurements of the phonon-
dispersion relations on a large, natural pyrope single crys-
tal from the Dora Maira massif. The data are compared
with lattice dynamical calculations using interatomic po-
tentials available in the literature (Winkler et al. 1991),
and the slopes of the dispersion curves are analyzed to
extract information on the elastic properties of the min-
eral. The potentials employed in these simulations have
been used extensively in the literature to model the phys-
ical properties of garnets, and the present testing of these
interatomic potentials against observed phonon-disper-
sion curves is important, particularly for the modeling of
physical properties at low-T conditions where acoustic
phonon modes represent the major contribution to the
thermodynamic properties. For example, the accurate
prediction of physical behavior at low temperatures is
crucial for clarifying the relationship between dynamical
anomalies of the [8JMgcations and thermodynamic quan-
tities such as specific heat and entropy (Haselton and
Westrum 1980; Hofmeister and Chopelas 1991).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Presently available neutron sources are rather weak in
terms of total neutron flux at the sample, and the ine-
lastically scattered signal is a modest fraction of the total
neutron cross section of the sample. Furthermore, in
complex structures such as garnets, the total scattering
intensity is subdivided among many modes, and so the
signal of each one is very weak and its detection is ex-
perimentally demanding. Therefore, large single crystals
(on the order of several cubic centimeters in volume) are
desirable for inelastic neutron measurements at research
reactors or pulsed neutron sources. Pyrope crystals of this
size cannot be synthesized, thus we utilized a large, nat-
ural single crystal of the Dora Maira pyrope (approxi-
mately 20 cm3 in volume), which is the only reported
natural garnet with a very small amount (approximately
8%) of almandine-grossular components.

The measurements were performed on the PRISMA
spectrometer installed at the Intense Spallation Isotope
Source (ISIS) at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
Chilton, U.K. Although the instrumental resolution is not
ideally suited for the present experiment, a major advan-
tage of this spectrometer is that it is possible to obtain an
overview of the phonon-response function in the energy
range from -20 to +100 meV (Andreani et al. 1987;
Steigenberger et al. 1991; Sacchetti et al. 1994). This is

important in the case of pyrope garnet because the com-
plex structure of the mineral implies the presence of many
phonon modes, the locations of which in Q-w space are
not known a priori. In the actual experiment the energy
region utilized to extract acoustic modes is :t20 meV.
The energy region above 20 me V was also analyzed, but
the number of modes and the presence of multiphonon
effects are such that detection of one-phonon signals is
precluded given the present resolution of the instrument.

The inelastic-scattering scans were performed using 12
independent pyrolitic graphite analyzers equipped with
3He detectors. The pyrope single crystal was oriented with
a [001] axis vertical. Inelastic scans were performed at
293 K along the following high-symmetry directions: the
[100] direction ([111], according to the primitive cell)
around the (660), (860), and (10,6,0) Bragg points and
the [110] direction ([001] in the primitive cell) around
the (080) and (0,10,0) Bragg points. Typical measuring
times were 15-18 h per scan; the long scan times were
required because of the large Q-w area measured and the
poor signal-to-noise ratio. The high background is partly
caused by the presence of accessory minerals present in
the pyrope crystal as impurity phases. Some of these con-
tain H (e.g., muscovite, chloritoid, paragonite) and there-
fore considerably increased the total incoherent scattering
cross section. The high background is also attributed to
multiphonon effects. Figures la and 1b show two exper-
imental scans, collected on two detectors in the energy
range from -12 to -6 me V and from 2.5 to 9.5 meV,
respectively, and reveal inelastic signals.

Several acoustic phonon modes were observed in the
detector scans in the :t 20 me V energy transfer region. A
Gaussian function was fitted to the phonon peaks in the
energy scans. Although the correct instrumental function
for PRISMA is a Kropf function (a Gaussian convoluted
with an exponential function), we used a single Gaussian
fit because the difference between these two functions,
primarily evident around the trailing edge of the peak, is
actually not significant for the present experimental data.
Extracted energy-transfer values are plotted along the
parabolic path of the corresponding detector in wavev-
ector-energy (Q-w) space. These plots allow one to follow
the phonon-dispersion curves in Q-w space, where Q is
the change of the wavevector on scattering and w is re-
lated to energy transfer by t:.E = hw. Figures 2a and 2b
show two plots corresponding to scans along the [100]
direction, around the (660) and (860) Bragg points, re-
spectively.

A total of 54 single acoustic phonon modes were ob-
served, corresponding to the three dispersion curves
shown in Figures 3a-3c, which were readily interpreted
by comparison with the calculated data. Additional peaks
were observed but were assigned (on the basis of the cal-
culated dispersion curves) to spurious energy-transfer
processes (spurions), such as the incoherent scattering of
the analyzer crystal triggered by an elastic Bragg peak of
the sample (Hagen 1994), and not to single phonon modes.
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FIGURE1. Inelastic signals collected on two detectors in en-
ergy-loss (a) and energy-gain (b) mode.
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SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

Numerical simulations playa fundamental role in the
analysis of data from inelastic neutron scattering experi-
ments because they allow one to distinguish and assign
phonon modes. Because of the low signal-to-noise ratio
owing to the presence of H, the presence of multiphonon
effects, and the many frequencies, a reliable simulation
ofthe vibrational modes and the corresponding scattering
cross sections is essential for correct assessment and in-
terpretation of the measurements. Simulation is also nec-
essary to recognize, distinguish, and classify inelastic sig-
nals and to rule out those caused by impurities or spurions.

-6 345
W A VEVECTO R Q (reciprocal lattice units)

246 8
WAVEVECTOR Q (reciprocal lattice units)

FIGURE 2. Phonon-dispersion curves for T A and LA pho-
nons in pyrope in the [100] direction, with respect to the body-
centered cell, around the Bragg points (660) (a) and (860) (b),
respectively. The solid lines are the Q-w trajectories traversed
by the respective detectors.

The theories of semiempirical potentials and lattice dy-
namics are employed to simulate the interatomic inter-
actions, to compute the vibrational frequencies with the
corresponding eigenvectors, and to evaluate the cross sec-
tions of inelastic processes. The interatomic interactions
are modeled using a potential employed by Winkler et al.
(1991) to study the lattice energy and lattice dynamics of
some important alumino silicate minerals, including py-
rope. Because of the excellent level of transferability and
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FIGURE 3. Experimenta]data (open squares) are plotted together with calculated acous~c phonon branche~ (solid symbo]s;
triangles and diamonds are transverse modes, circles are longitudinal modes). (a) LA along [III], (b) TA along [llI], and (c) TA
along [001].

the good results reported by Winkler et al. (1991), the
same potential was utilized in the present study without
any optimization of its parameters. A brief description
follows below.

All chemical species interact through the classical Cou-
lomb electrostatic potential, using formal charges as sug-
gested by Catlow (1988). The 0 charge is split into core
and shell contributions, which interact reciprocally
through a harmonic potential. A Born-like potential is
assumed to account for repulsive energy for AI-O and
0-0 interactions, and, for the latter, a further dispersive
term is added. The covalent contribution, present in the
bonds involving [6JAIor [4JSiand the neighboring 0 at-
oms, is modeled by a further bond-bending term. The
effect of bond-bending interactions is quite modest in the
present calculation, and the bond-bending contribution
from Al is therefore neglected. The values of the param-
eters of the described potential functions are derived from
published works: Si-O and 0-0 bonds from Sanders et
al. (1984), AI-O from Catlow et al. (1982), and Mg-O
from Parker and Price (1988).

Using these potentials, the vibrational frequencies are
calculated by classical lattice dynamics techniques (Dove
1993; Bottger 1983; Born and Huang 1954), together with
the corresponding eigenvectors for selected Q points of
reciprocal space. Such information allows estimation of
the neutron coherent-scattering cross section for an ine-
lastic process, characterized by a change Q in the wave-
vector (Q = Ki - Kf, where Ki and Kf are the incident
and final neutron wavevectors), by means of a straight-
forward integration over the energy and direction of the
scattered neutrons, of the following equation (Lovesey
1984):

~()( IKfl ~~b(Q+q-G)dQdE IKil G j..

.1; bdexp[-WiQ) + iQ.d]K'e~(q)Md'h 12

. (n[wiq)]b[w + wiq)]

+ {I + n[wj(q)]}b[w - wiq)])j wj(q) (1)

where b is the Dirac function relating the Q, q, and G
vectors; G is a reciprocal lattice vector; the q vector lies
within the first Brillouin zone; d identifies each atom; W
is the atomic Debye-Waller term; ei(q) is the eigenvector
of the frequency Wj(q) evaluated at the point q; and bdand
Md are the coherent-scattering cross section (bMg= 0.5375,
bA1= 0.3449, bo = 0.5805, bSi= 0.4149 X 10-12 cm; from
Lovesey 1984) and the mass of atom d, respectively. By
using the lattice dynamics formalism the Debye-Waller
factor may be expressed as (Lovesey 1984)

W(K)d = h/(4NMd)

. ~
IK'e~(q)l2{2n[wj(q)] + I}

(2)
j.. wj(q)

where symbols have the same meaning as above, n[wiq)]
is the Bose-Einstein distribution for the frequency j com-
puted at each q point of reciprocal space, and N is the
number of primitive cells present in the crystal.

A total of27 weighted points were sampled throughout
the reciprocal primitive cell to calculate the Debye- Wal-
ler factor for each atom in the pyrope structure and to
evaluate the inelastic scattering cross section, by means
of Equation 1. The computer program PARAPOCS (Par-
ker and Price 1988) was modified to perform the calcu-
lations needed to study inelastic processes. Bearing in
mind that w(q) = w(q + G) = w(-q) if G belongs to the
reciprocal lattice, all our considerations may unambigu-
ously refer to the experimental Q momentum transfer or
to the q vector of the phonon mode.

DISCUSSION

All the well-characterized phonons were unambiguous-
ly interpreted as acoustic phonons because the active op-
tic modes have higher energy transfer values near the



TABLE 1. Observed and calculated vibrational frequencies of
acoustic transverse (TA) and longitudinal (LA)
modes at the x[ifk] point of reciprocal space

LA[111] TA[111] TA[001]

x Obs. Calc. x Obs. Calc. x Obs. Calc.

0.042 4.2 3.1 0.051 2.8 2.0 0.063 2.4 1.8
0.053 5.1 3.8 0.101 5.4 3.8 0.076 1.8 2.2
0.054 4.4 3.9 0.138 6.6 5.2 0.089 2.5 2.6
0.075 5.9 5.5 0.176 7.8 6.5 0.094 3.0 2.7
0.095 6.8 6.9 0.196 8.4 7.2 0.102 3.1 3.0
0.095 6.9 6.9 0.223 9.2 8.0 0.114 3.6 3.3
0.106 7.8 7.6 0.227 8.9 8.2 0.118 2.5 3.4
0.109 9.4 7.8 0.273 11.0 9.6 0.131 4.2 3.8
0.112 8.8 8.0 0.303 11.9 10.4 0.142 4.6 4.1
0.126 9.8 8.9 0.339 12.8 11.4 0.148 3.3 4.3
0.128 10.3 9.1 0.376 13.7 12.3 0.193 5.6 5.5
0.136 8.6 9.6 0.407 14.7 13.0 0.235 6.3 6.6
0.149 11.2 10.4 0.448 15.6 13.6 0.240 6.9 6.7
0.156 9.8 10.8 0.494 16.5 13.5 0.271 7.3 7.5
0.160 12.2 11.1 0.308 8.2 8.4
0.179 13.2 12.1 0.318 8.8 8.6
0.191 14.2 12.6 0.354 9.1 9.4
0.198 12.2 12.9 0.355 9.4 9.4
0.231 15.0 13.6 0.380 9.2 9.9

0.431 10.3 10.8
0.484 11.3 11.4

Note: Directions and units refer to the reciprocal primitive cell; x refers
to the fractional coordinates of the q vector along the corresponding sym-
metry direction. Frequencies are in millielectron volts.
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zone center. Transverse and longitudinal acoustic modes
were classified through a careful analysis of the eigenvec-
tors of the calculated phonons. The well-recognized pho-
nons were then gathered in three sets and compared with
the calculated acoustic branches in energy vs. q plots,
where the q vectors are indexed according to the recip-
rocal primitive cell and X indicates the position along the
reciprocal vector. The plots are shown in Figures 3a-3c.
Table I reports the observed and computed frequencies
for each experimental Q-w point.

In Figure 3a the experimental branch measured along
the reciprocal space direction x[11I] is assigned to the
only theoretical longitudinal acoustic mode existing in
this direction; the other two acoustic transverse modes
are degenerate and clearly do not match the observed
data. The experimental data are poorly resolved in Q-w
space, particularly at energies higher than 10 meV. This
is due to the difficulty of extracting, by profile fitting,
correct energy-transfer values for the phonon peaks be-
cause of the modest intensity of the signal, which is a
consequence of the small scattering cross section. The
experimental branch is unambiguously characterized up
to X = 0.24, and at energy transfers greater than 16 me V
the observed signal is a mixture of acoustic and low-en-
ergy optic branches.

Figure 3b shows the transverse acoustic branch along
the same direction as the curve in Figure 3a. It may be
unambiguously assigned to a transverse mode, and the
agreement between observed and calculated data is sat-
isfactory, although the theoretical frequencies are slightly
overestimated with respect to the experimental values.
The disagreement is more evident for energies higher than
12 me V because the analysis of the observed signal be-
comes more complex owing to the partial superposition
of the transverse and longitudinal modes, as demonstrat-
ed by the simulated data. The experimental points lie
approximately on a straight line and allow an obvious
choice between the two calculated modes.

Figure 3c shows the acoustic transverse mode along the
reciprocal lattice direction [00 1], indexed according to the
primitive cell. The calculated acoustic transverse modes
are nearly degenerate, and the resolution of the instru-
ment does not permit their differentiation. Nevertheless,
the simulation allows us to recognize the observed branch
unequivocally, as explained in the next paragraph. Agree-
ment between theoretical and experimental data is, on
the whole, quite satisfactory given that the employed po-
tential was not optimized for the observed modes. More-
over, the complexity of the system, the multiphonon ef-
fect, the weakness of the scattering intensity for each
anelastic process, and the impurities (which limit the res-
olution) all make data analysis rather difficult.

From the classical theory of elasticity, the elastic con-
stants are related simply to the phonon wave-vector com-
ponents by the following expression (Dove 1993; Wallace
1972):

ITijl = a

where vertical bars indicate the determinant of the matrix
Tij. p is the density of the compound, w is the acoustic

vibrational frequency, and q has the same meaning as
above. The elastic constants are indexed according to a
full tensorial formalism, although hereafter the contract-
ed Voigt formalism (see, for example, Born and Huang
1954) is used for the sake of simplicity. The summation
is performed on repeated indexes according to the usual
convention. Generally, the relation between the q com-
ponents and the elastic constants is quite complex, but it
is simplified in the case of cubic symmetry and for par-
ticular reciprocal space directions. It is obvious that, for
cubic symmetry, the slopes of the acoustic branches, eval-
uated at the zone center, are directly related to the elastic
constants or to linear combinations of them. For q along
the [111] direction (indexed according to the primitive
cell) we have

(3)

(dw
)

2

Cij = p
d Iq I

where the calculation is performed with respect to lon-
gitudinal or transverse branches to evaluate C, or C'4,
respectively. When q lies along the [00 1] direction (with
respect to the primitive cell), the slopes of the three non-
degenerate acoustic branches allow us to estimate C44and

'MCll - Cd, by transverse modes, and 1MCll + C'2 +
2C44), by the longitudinal mode, following a procedure
analogous to that shown above. A straight line was fitted
to each measured branch, and the elastic constants, or a
linear combination of them, are extracted by the angular
coefficient. Table 2 reports the results of such an analysis
together with the most recent experimental data for py-

(4)
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TABLE2. Experimental and calculated elastic constants

Present work Calc. Data set A

340(20)
95(5)

186(8)

329
96

195

296.2(5)
91.6(3)

185.1(8)

Note: Elastic constants estimated by the slope of acoustic branches at
the zone center (present work), as calculated by the potential discussed
in the text, and as measured through Brillouin scattering (A) (O'Neill et al.
1991). Units in gigapascals.

rope (O'Neill et al. 1991), hereafter indicated as data set
A, and with the values of the elastic constants derived
from our theoretical calculations. The elastic constant Cll,
evaluated by neutrons, deviates about 15% from the cor-
responding value in data set A, whereas good agreement
exists with the simulated data. The low intensity of the
longitudinal phonon signal, and consequently the error in
the estimated energy values, may be the reason for the
disagreement, since we have more confidence in the pub-
lished experimental values of the elastic constants. The
calculated values deviate slightly from those reported by
Winkler et al. (1991) because we used the structural pa-
rameters for pyrope derived from the single-crystal neu-
tron diffraction analysis on the Dora Maira sample.

Agreement among the three data sets reported in Table
2 for the C.. elastic constant is quite satisfactory, and our
result deviates from the one in set A by <4%. In this case
the excellent quality of the observed phonon signals al-
lows us to define the branch well, reducing the positional
error of the experimental points in the Q-w plane. Also,
in the case of the linear combination Cll - C12, the value
measured by the slope of the acoustic phonon branch
matches the observed value in data set A very well, and
a reasonable agreement exists with the result of the sim-
ulation. In this case, we analyzed the slope of the branch
measured along the [001] direction. Two, nearly degen-
erate, acoustic transverse modes and one longitudinal
mode are present. A previous inspection of eigenvectors
allowed us to distinguish between longitudinal and trans-
verse modes. With the direction of vibration of each
transverse mode from theoretical calculations and the
corresponding relation with the elastic constants, we as-
signed the observed branch to the transverse acoustic
mode, on the basis of the calculated inelastic cross sec-
tion, yielding information on the Cll - Cn linear com-
bination.

On the whole, taking into account (1) that the low neu-
tron cross section required the use of a large crystal ob-
viously containing a large density of defects, (2) the many
modes per each point of the Brillouin zone (240 in our
system), and (3) the lower resolution of the PRISMA
spectrometer with respect to a triple-axis instrument, the
present results may be considered a success and consti-
tute the basis for further investigations. Furthermore, the
present data are the first of their kind for such a compli-
cated system.
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